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Summary of Type 2 Fights: Two or More Inside Liberties
When there are two or more inside liberties, the side with more outside liber-
ties is the favorite. The favorite is unconditionally alive; the underdog either
dies or lives in seki. Count the liberties on each side. The favorite counts all
his outside liberties and one inside liberty. The underdog counts all his out-
side liberties and all the inside liberties. If the numbers are equal, the position
is unsettled.

•  Don’t forget to count one inside liberty for the favorite in a Type 2
fight.

General Principles for All Types of Fights
•   If the number of liberties is equal, the position is unsettled. One problem is

knowing who gets the inside liberties.

•   If the position is one that can become a seki, the inside liberties protect the
underdog. The favorite needs a lot of outside liberties to overcome the
seki and kill.

•   Play on the outside liberties first and the inside liberties last.

•   In an unsettled position, the winner captures in gote and the loser gets sente
to play elsewhere. There is no fate more ignominious than to die in gote
(DIG).

A cautionary tale:
Having carefully read out the fight, eight liberties each and my turn, I played
my move with complete confidence. The game was in the bag. My opponent,
Francis Roads, seemed to agree. “Hmm!” he snorted a few minutes later.
“Well, I’ve still got fifteen minutes left on my clock to find an alternative.”
He thought for a while and decided his best chance was to try and exploit a
microscopic defect he had spotted in my wall. However, it soon came to noth-
ing. “Why didn’t Black just start filling liberties?” asked Matthew Macfadyen,
who had been watching the end of the game at Leicester in 1995. “Well, he’s
a move behind in the fight.” “No, he isn’t; he wins. Look.” Stones flew on and
off the board as Matthew demonstrated. I was so stunned by this revelation
that I couldn’t quite follow what was happening. Could two of Britain’s 4-
dans have misread a capturing race? Weaker players might think that impos-
sible. But the truth is that 4-dans have a lot to learn and make all kinds of
mistakes.

In the next section, we’ll start looking at fights that involve eyes.
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[++++++++++
[++z+++++++
[++++++++++
zzzzZZZZZZ+
ZZZzZzzzzZ+
ZZZZzzzzzZ+
zz+ZzzZ+zZ+
,ZZZzzZ-zZ-

Diagram 14
[++++++++++
[++z+++++++
[++++++++++
zzzzZZZZZZ+
ZZZzZzzzzZ+
ZZ!ZZzzz+zZ+
[w2+ZzzZZzZ+
,äZZåzZZzZ-

Diagram 15

As you can clearly see in Diagram 14, this
is now a Type 4 fight; both sides have a
big eye of the same size, with the same
number of liberties. It’s Black’s turn, so
he will win.

If White plays first in Diagram 9 on page
38, we get Diagram 15. White’s problem
is the same as before: he doesn’t have any
good moves. His only choices are A and
B, but both of them reduce his own lib-
erty count. Please read the result out for
yourself. Going back to Diagram 9, the

[+++++++
zzzzzz++
zZZZZz++
ZZzzZz++
[Zz=Zzz+
zZZZZZz+
zZzzzZz+
,zz-zZz-

Diagram 16[+++++++
zzzzzz++
zZZZZz++
ZZw2w4Zz++
Z#Z+Z!Zzz+
zZZZZZz+
zZzzzZz+
Z%zz-zZz-

Diagram 17

[+++++++
zzzzzz++
zZZZZz++
ZZ+w8Zz++
ZZZ&ZZzz+
äZZZZZz+
w6ZzzzZz+
,zz-zZz-

Diagram 18

Seki with Big Eye Versus Smaller Eye
The difference between “big eye versus a smaller
eye” and “one eye against no eyes” is that a seki is
possible in the former but not in the latter. This can
happen if there is an approach move on the inside
liberties, as shown in Diagram 16.

The moves in Diagrams 17 and 18 follow naturally.
Now it should be clear that it would be suicidal for
White to play the inside liberty at A. And if Black

plays at A, White captures and the position is un-
changed. Thus, neither side can kill the other. It’s a
seki.

conclusion is that White’s eye is effectively not bigger than Black’s. It’s the
same size and Black’s ahead in liberties. Thus, the position is settled: White is
dead. A weak eye has two drawbacks: it has fewer liberties than you might
expect and the eye is smaller than it seems.



Chapter 4:  Capturing Races Involving Ko

In this chapter we are going to look at capturing races that involve ko. The
discussion builds on the principles introduced in Chapter 1, so you need to
have a good grasp of them before reading this chapter. If you like, though,
you can skip this chapter for now and come back to it later. It’s new material
that has been inserted here.

Weaker players are often frightened of ko and expect to lose a ko fight against
a stronger opponent, but this is a very negative attitude. You won’t become
stronger like that. If you understand the simple principles presented in this
chapter, you should start to be more successful in ko fights and make rapid
progress. Moreover, with a little understanding and confidence, you should
start to enjoy ko fights. They really do make the game more interesting. The
fear comes from ignorance, so overcoming your ignorance will help you lose
your fear.

This book does not attempt to cover the entire topic of ko. We are not going to
consider the value of the ko fight or the size and order of playing ko threats.
When you are fighting a ko in a game, you should be happy to lose it if you
play a sufficiently large ko threat and it is ignored. That should lead to a
reasonable exchange. If your ko threat is not quite big enough, you may lose
a bit on balance. Here, we are only interested in the ko fight from the local
viewpoint in terms of counting liberties in the capturing race and judging
whether the position is settled or unsettled, and in the latter case, if the result
is ko, what type of ko it is.

Some of the sequences shown differ from the correct order of play in an ac-
tual game. They are intended to make it easier to count liberties and judge the
result. This is mentioned again later where it comes up. The topic of ko is a
little difficult, but we will approach it by investigating numerous simple ex-
amples—not every possible permutation, but enough to extract some general
principles and guidelines for making rough approximations of the status. When
you are ready to delve deeper into the topic of ko, you will find some good
explanatory material on the Internet at Sensei’s Library. Go to the front page
and search for “ko”. Here’s the URL: http://senseis.xmp.net/. And if you have
the British Go Journal, Simon Goss wrote some good articles on the value
and timing of ko threats, starting in BGJ 123 (Summer 2001).

We’ll consider the various types of fights mentioned in Chapter 1, but in a
slightly different order (Types 1, 2, 3, 6, 4, 5). Luckily, some of them are very
similar. Capturing races that involve a ko can be divided into those where the
ko is on someone’s outside liberties and those where the ko is on the inside
liberties.
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++++++++++++
++++Z+Z+++++
++Z+Z+Z+++++
++++zzZ+++++
++Z+zZzzz+++
+Z+zzZZZzzz=
+++zZZ+ZZ+++
+Z+zZ+z++zz+
---zZZ-ZZ---

Diagram 1

++++++++++++
++++Z+Z+++++
++Z+ZZZ+++++
+++ZzzZ+++++
++Z+zZzzz+++
+Z+zzZZZzzz=
+++zZZzZZ+++
+Z+zZ+z++zz+
---zZZzZZ---

Diagram 2

Bigger Eyes Gain Liberties

Black 1 in Diagram 1a is correct. If
White answers at 2 the result is the
same as Position 1a. The fight is settled:
Black is ahead seven to six, so White
is dead. If Black fills an outside liberty
with 1 in Diagram 1b, then White 2 is
a good move. The result is Position 1b.
The position is settled: Black is behind
seven to eight, so Black is dead. Com-
paring Positions 1a and 1b, Black has the same number of liberties and White
has two more in Position 1b, even though both sides have played the same
number of moves in each case.

This difference arises from the size of White’s eye. In Diagram 1a, Black has
reduced White to a four-point eye. In Diagram 1b, Black has let White get a
five-point eye. Big eyes are worth more liberties than the space they sur-
round. Remember a four-point eye is worth five liberties, while a five-point
eye is worth eight. So even though White has one less outside liberty in Dia-
gram 1b than in Diagram 1a, he has three more liberties in his bigger eye.
Thus the net gain is two liberties. If White had a two-point eye, then he would
not gain by making a three-point eye if he lost an outside liberty to get it,
since a three-point eye is still a small eye. The number of liberties increases
faster when the eye becomes big.

++++++++++++
++++Z+Z+++++
++Z+Z+Z+++++
++++zzZ+++++
++Z+zZzzz+++
+Z+zzZZZzzz=
+++zZZ+ZZ+++
+Z+zZ+zZ@w1zz+
---zZZ-ZZ---

Diagram 1a

++++++++++++
++++Z+Z+++++
++Z+Z+Z+++++
++++zzZ+++++
++Z+zZzzz+++
+Z+zzZZZzzz=
+++zZZ+ZZ+++
+Z+zZ+z+Z@zz+
---zZZ-ZZw1--

Diagram 1b

Diagram 2: This is similar to Dia-
gram 1, except Black has two fewer
outside liberties and White has two
fewer eye liberties due to the extra
black stones inside the eye. The re-
sult is exactly the same as Diagram
1. Please confirm this for yourself.



The L Group in Professional Games
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Let’s look at two examples of the L group in professional games. The first
was a TV game with a professional commentary. The second lacks such a
commentary, but it illustrates a new twist to an already complicated story.

White 8, an alternative to the push at 18, is a favorite move of Kato’s. Black
9 is not given in Ishida’s joseki dictionary, which is getting a little dated now.
It’s a typical Kobayashi territorial move. Kato plays 10 without a moment’s
thought. Sugiuchi recalls that these two played the same opening pattern two
weeks earlier, although the moves were in a slightly
different order. In that game, Kobayashi played 3 at
5 and then, when Kato played 4 (on the 3-5 point),
he invaded at 3.

The moves in the corner then followed Diagram 1
(after 6 to 9 in Figure 1), which turned out to be
good for Black. Clearly Kato has been studying and
has come up with something he considers better. This
is joseki in evolution.

Figure 1 shows the
game between
Kobayashi Koichi
Judan (Black) and
Kato Masao 9 dan
(White) in the 32nd

Hayago Tourna-
ment in 1999. The
commentary was by
Sugiuchi Masao 9
dan with assistance
from Yashiro
Kumiko 2 dan.
Kobayashi and
Kato are both expe-
rienced lightning go
players and long
term rivals. They
have played 103 of-
ficial games with
the score standing
at 55-48 in favor of Kato. Kobayashi is playing in this tournament for the
twenty-seventh time and has won it four times. Kato is playing in it for the
thirtieth time. He has won it twice and was the losing finalist in 1999.

<_________________>
[+++++++++++++++++]
[++Z@++++++++++++++]
[++=+++++=+++++w1++]
[+++++++++++++++++]
[+++++++++++++++++]
[+++++++++++++++++]
[+++++++++++++++++]
[+++++++++++++++++]
[++=+++++=+++++=++]
[+xbl+++++++++++++++]
[ZBKxbj+++++++++++++++]
[ZBSxar+++++++++++++++]
[ZAOxal+++++++++++++++]
[ZAMZ$xanxap+++++++++++++]
[+w9ZASZ^ZAQZ*++=+++++w5++]
[+xajw3w7ZAK++++++++++++]
[+++++++++++++++++]
,-----------------.

Figure 1  (1–23)

[+++++++
[Z&++++++
[w6ZZ#w4+++
[w8zw2ZZ%Z+
[++zzZ!++
[+++++++
,-------

Diagram 1


